THE LONDON MINT OFFICE ANNOUNCES A NEW REMASTERED VERSION OF PISTRUCCI’S
ORIGINAL COIN DESIGN FIRST SEEN ON THE MODERN SOVEREIGN 200 YEARS AGO
DESIGNED BY ANGELA PISTRUCCI - DESCENDANT OF THE ORIGINAL ARTIST
To celebrate the 200th anniversary of the world’s most famous gold coin design, Saint
George and the Dragon, which has appeared on many modern sovereigns, The London Mint
Office Ltd has launched a classical masterpiece, reborn and redesigned by a family member
of the original designer of the modern sovereign.
With only a few exceptions, many modern sovereigns struck since 1817 have featured a
depiction of Saint George slaying the dragon. This now iconic design was first created by
renowned Italian sculptor and engraver Benedetto Pistrucci (1783-1855) who was the Chief
Medallist for The Royal Mint.
To commemorate 200 years of Benedetto’s design, The London Mint Office has
commissioned his great, great, great grandniece, Angela Pistrucci, to recreate the image of
this ancient story in a contemporary style. As an acclaimed artist herself, she has created a
coin which expertly reflects the legacy of her ancestor’s seminal work whilst also drawing on
early depictions of Saint George, recasting Benedetto’s Greek saint as a Roman soldier.
Commenting on the exclusive new coin, Dan Penney, Senior Creative Manager for The
London Mint Office said: “It is very much its own coin; the position of Saint George and his
horse to face left brings balance to the composition and the dragon climbing up the side
adds interest and movement while making excellent use of the shape of the coin. Issued by
the Government of Gibraltar, our 2017 sovereign is undoubtedly a new Pistrucci
masterpiece”.
The coin, exclusive to The London Mint Office, is set to be unveiled at the World Money Fair
in Berlin in February 2017. Coin enthusiasts will then have the opportunity to purchase one
of the coveted first strikes.
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For more information please contact Scott Wilson- PR Manager at the London Mint Office
scott.wilson@londonmintoffice.org - +44 77 800 89 80
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About The London Mint Office Limited: The London Mint Office is a trusted and respected
partner for a large number of British coin collectors. Gold, silver and other precious metals
have fascinated mankind for many centuries, making coin collecting a popular hobby the

world over. The London Mint Office is at the centre of British numismatics, bringing the
fascinating world of coin collecting to both existing and new collectors. Together with our
sister organisations across Europe, The London Mint Office provides a wide range of coins
from ancient to modern, originating from virtually every country in the world. Visit
www.londonmintoffice.org for more information.
About The World Money Fair
Hosted annually in Berlin it is the world’s largest event of its kind. The fair typically sees over
300 exhibitors meet with over 14,000 visitors each year, it is a wonderful opportunity to
gain an insight to the latest goings on in the wonderful world of numismatics. Visit
http://www.worldmoneyfair.de/wmf/en/ for more information.

